I. INTRODUCTION
Network calculus is a theory dealing with queueing type problems encountered in packet-switched computer networks. To simplify the analysis, an important idea in network calculus is to characterize the traffic and service processes using some bounds and perform analysis based on such bounds. Network calculus has developed along two tracks -deterministic and stochastic. Deterministic network calculus, coined by [7] , has been extensively studied since its introduction in early 1990s, and is nicely covered by two excellent books [2] [22] . Stochastic network calculus is the probabilistic extension or generalization of deterministic network calculus. The development of stochastic network calculus (SNC) began also in early 1990s. However, due to challenges specific to stochastic networks, it is recently that crucial network calculus properties have been proved for SNC. Interested readers may refer to [19] [25] [10] [17] and references therein for more information.
In SNC, stochastic service curve is the fundamental concept for server modeling. If some flows and servers are independent, it is expected that tighter analytical bounds can be obtained by making use of this independence information in the analysis. In this paper, we consider a work-conserving constant capacity node serving flows. Each flow consists of a sequence of packets that are served in the first in first out (FIFO) manner. This single node system is perhaps the simplest computer communication system. For such a system, an immediate impression is perhaps that it has been thoroughly investigated and is well understood, given the current SNC literature. Unfortunately, this impression has no solid supporting ground and can hence be highly misleading. Indeed, while the SNC literature has a lot of results based on its various stochastic arrival curve and stochastic service curve models, the following questions remain largely open. What stochastic service curve and delay bound does the node provide when the input is a single flow? What stochastic service curve and delay bound does the node provide when the considered flow shares the node with another flow? If the two flows are independent, can this independence be made use of and how?
The objective of this paper is to derive results to provide answers to these fundamental questions. In the next section, the system model and notation are defined. In Sec. III, stochastic network calculus basics are given. In Sec. IV, the difficulties for stochastic service curve and delay bound analysis, when packetization effect is not ignored, are discussed. In Sec. V, we focus on the single flow case. In Sec. VI, we take cross traffic into consideration, and find stochastic service curves and delay bounds for the traversing flow. In Sec. VII, we give examples. In Sec. VIII, discussion on related work is provided. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Sec. IX.
II. THE SYSTEM MODEL AND NOTATION
We consider a work-conserving network node serving flows in a packet-switched network. It is a discrete-time system with time indexed by = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The serving capacity of the node is constant, denoted by (in bps). Flow traverses this node and is referred as the traversing flow. In addition, the node may also serve another flow , which is the aggregate flow of crossing traffic and is referred as the crossing flow. Packets within each flow are served in the FIFO manner. Between flows, some scheduling policy is employed, but within this paper, it is not specified.
By convention, a packet is said to have arrived to (respectively served by) the node when and only when its last bit has arrived to (respectively left) the node. When a packet arrives seeing the node busy, the packet will be queued and the buffer size for such a queue is assumed to be large enough ensuring no packet loss. All queues are initially empty.
For the traversing flow , we let , denote the th packet ( = 1, 2 , its departure time from the node, and , its length (in bits). Note that the aggregate flow is resulted from the aggregation of the traversing flow and the crossing flow through the work-conserving constant capacity node. In addition, for the departures from the node, we use * ( ) to denote the amount of traffic (in bits) from the aggregate flow, which has been served by the node within time period [0, ], and * ( , ) = * ( ) − * ( ) the amount of traffic (in bits) that has been served from the aggregate flow by the node within time period ( , ]. It is worth highlighting that for the departures, there holds
In addition, we define the (virtual) delay at time as
Due to FIFO, the delay of , is also found from
where the equation holds only if there is no concurrent arrival at , . The min-plus convolution, denoted by ⊗, of functions (⋅) and (⋅), is defined as:
and it is easily verified ⊗ ( ) = ⊗ ( ).
The maximum horizontal distance between functions (⋅) and (⋅), denoted by ℎ( , ), is defined as
III. STOCHASTIC NETWORK CALCULUS BASICS
In this section, some related stochastic network calculus models and existing results are introduced.
A. Models
In SNC, stochastic arrival curve (SAC) and stochastic service curve (SSC) are the most fundamental models. While SAC is for traffic modeling, SSC is for server modeling. In the literature, there are several definition variations of SAC and SSC. In this paper, we adopt the following, to which the other variations may be mapped [19] . [20] ,
where ( ) is non-negative non-decreasing on , and¯( ) non-negative non-increasing on .
In Definition 1, if¯(0) = 0, implying¯( ) = 0 for all ≥ 0 or in other words ( ) ≤ ⊗ ( ), ( ) is also called a (deterministic) arrival curve.
Definition 2.
A system is said to provide a stochastic service curve ( ) with bounding function¯, if there holds, for all
In Definition 2, if¯(0) = 0, implying¯( ) = 0 for all ≥ 0 or in other words * ( ) ≥ ⊗ ( ), ( ) is also called a (deterministic) service curve.
B. Related Results
This paper focuses on stochastic service curve and delay bound analysis. The following presents some related results.
In the SNC literature, the following result, called the leftover service property, has been widely used for finding the stochastic service curve charaterization of the service provided to a flow (e.g. see [5] [24]). For delay bound analysis, the following result has been proved (e.g. see [8] [19] 
When the system is shared by the traversing flow and the crossing flow, the following delay bound follows immediately from Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 [19] . 
where ( ) = ( ( ) − ( )) + .
IV. THE DIFFICULTIES
The difficulties are inherent in the SSC definition. Suppose ( ) is the service process provided by the node to the flow and ( , ) ≡ ( ) − ( ). The following equation, called the min-plus convolution queueing principle [15] , holds [19] :
Essentially, SSC defines a way to characterize the service process ( ).
A. Difficulty in Finding SSC
When the packetization effect is taken into account, finding stochastic service curves for the node is surprisingly challenging, even though it has constant capacity.
Indeed, the network calculus literature has shown that a constant server with capacity has a deterministic service curve ( ⋅ − ) + , where denotes the maximum packet length in the system. Fundamentally, the following inequality can be proved [11] :
where
( ) } with ( ) denoting the length of the most recent packet that arrived before or at , and = lim →∞ ( ). With simple manipulation based on the definition of ⊗, we obtain
which implies
Then, we can conclude that the constant capacity node provides a stochastic service curve ⋅ with bounding function ( ) ( ). Unfortunately, ( ) is non-decreasing with , implying that¯( ) ( ) may approach 1 as grows [6] 1 . Consequently, using¯( ) as a bounding function is meaningless. The problem becomes even more challenging when there is cross traffic. First, in order to apply the leftover service property to obtain a stochastic service curve for the traversing flow, we need to know the stochastic service curve of the node. However, the above discussion implies that the stochastic service curve of the node is yet to be found. Second, the packet length process is a mixture of the packet length process of the traversing flow and that of the crossing flow. This makes the determination of¯(
) and consequently the stochastic service curve characterization of the node even more difficult.
To tackle the time-growing¯( ) problem, one may introduce a compromised service curve ( − ) ⋅ , for some ≥ 0, with a resultant bounding function related 1 An exception is when all packets have the same length or their lengths are upper-bounded by , of which, the fluid-flow is a special case with infinitely small packet length. In this case, for any ,¯( ) ( ) ≤ 1 for all ≤ ; otherwise¯( ) ( ) = 0 for all > . In other words, the node provides a deterministic service curve ( ⋅ − ) + . to ∫ ∞¯( ) , by exploiting an approach used in SNC in dealing with maximal random processes [19] . Recently, the effort in [23] shows that, without compromising the service curve expression ⋅ , a bounding function, which is also related to ∫ ∞¯( ) , can be found, when the packet length process is stationary and satisfies some conditions. Note that intuitively, a packetized system can be treated as the concatenation of a fluid system followed by a packetizer [2] [22] 2 . Since the fluid system provides deterministic service curve ⋅ as discussed above, the stochastic behavior of the node is hence determined by the packet length distribution. Based on this, we boldly conjecture that the constant capacity node provides a stochastic service curve ⋅ with bounding function simply as¯. However, while the intuition is perhaps straightforward, proving the validity of the conjecture is far from direct as to be shown in the next section.
B. Difficulty in Making Use of Independence Information
Besides the difficulty in finding the SSC characterization of the node, it is even more difficult to make use of potential independence information in the analysis. This is due to that, the service process ( ) and the arrival process ( ) are inherently dependent, implied by (10). More specifically, both ( ) and ( ) are functions of the lengths of packets that are counted in. For a simple example, suppose flow only has one packet ,1 whose length ,1 is a random variable. It is clear that ( ) = ,1 and also ( ) = ,1 for any ≥ ,1 , which indicates strong dependence between ( ) and ( ).
The inherent dependence between ( ) and ( ) makes it difficult to make use of potential independence in the analysis. Particularly, when there is cross traffic present, even though the traversing flow may be independent of the crossing flow, this independence information cannot be exploited when applying the existing SNC results as reviewed in Sec. III. This is due to that, the stochastic service curve characterization of the service process ( ) provided by the node is dependent on the packet lengths of both flows. A consequence is that, with the SSC decided from Proposition 1, it is not possible to make use of the independence information to improve the (independenceinformation-unaware) delay bound in Proposition 3.
To this point, we would like to remark that, if all packets have the same length or their lengths are upper-bounded, the service process of the node has a deterministic service curve. For this case, independent case analysis may be conducted by following the approaches proposed in [13] and [9] .
However, for the more general case, even though it is intuitive that the independence information of the two flows should allow improving the analysis, how specifically to make use of this independence information in the analysis remains to be addressed.
V. STOCHASTIC SERVICE CURVE AND DELAY BOUNDS: THE SINGLE FLOW CASE
In this section, we first prove the stochastic service curve as suggested by the conjecture. Then, delay bounds are derived for the traversing flow. To deal with the difficulty in finding the SSC, a novel approach is introduced.
A. Stochastic Service Curve
We now present the approach to tackling the difficulty. In this approach, we relate the service provided by a (notnecessarily constant rate) system to a flow to a virtual time function defined as
iteratively for = 1, 2 . . . , with ,0 = 0, where is a constant rate parameter.
Applying iteratively to its right hand side, (14) becomes
The following result is crucial, which establishes a link between the stochastic service curve model and the virtual time function. For deterministic network calculus, a similar relationship can be found in [12] (Lemma 2). The proof is long and omitted in the present paper due to space limitation, but can be found from the full version [18] . 
Applying (17) to Lemma 1, the following is obtained for = :
It is worth highlighting that ( ) is random and packet , ( ) may be different from one sample path to another sample path. However, if all packets, ,1 , ,2 , . . . , have identically distributed packet lengths with CCDF¯( ), or more generally if their lengths have the same upper-bounded CCDF¯( ), the following follows from (18) .
Summarizing the above discussion, we have validated the conjecture. Formally, the following theorem has been proved: 
In Section IV, we have discussed the inherent dependence between the arrival process and the service process. When it comes to the delay bound analysis, we would like to highlight that the inherent dependence is specifically seen between ( ) and , ( ) , since by their definitions, , ( ) may be counted in ( ) . This partly explains why the minplus convolution appears on the right hand side of (20) and in Proposition 2, which assumes no knowledge of potential independence information.
At this moment, it seems that nothing more than Corollary 1 could be done for delay bound analysis. In the following, we show that this is too pessimistic. Specifically, by exploiting the idea of the virtual time function, an improved delay bound is proved in the following theorem. 
Proof: Consider any sample path of the system. By the definition of , and with Lemma 2, we have 
Since this bounding function holds for all sample paths, (21) is then obtained.
At a first glance, the delay bound in Th. 2 may seem to be surprising, since the packetization effect is not directly seen from (21) . However, an alert reader may have noticed that it is indeed consistent with a result in the deterministic network calculus literature, which states that in delay bound analysis, the last packetizer on the path of the flow may be ignored [2] [22] . Th. 2 proves this property in the context of stochastic network calculus for the single node case.
Remark: An implication of Th. 2 is that, when delay bound analysis is performed, the node may be treated as if it would provide a deterministic service curve ⋅ and then Corollary 1 becomes the same as Th. 2.
VI. STOCHASTIC SERVICE CURVES AND DELAY BOUNDS: THE CASE WITH CROSS TRAFFIC
In this section, we consider the case where the traversing flow shares service of the node with the crossing flow. Specifically, we find a stochastic service curve for the node and two SSCs for the traversing flow, followed by deriving delay bounds for the traversing flow.
A. Stochastic Service Curves

1) A direct result:
Let us treat the traversing flow and the crossing flow as an aggregate flow. For packets of the aggregate flow , which takes the packet order as that on the output link, the following relation can be easily verified:
Comparing (24) with (14), it is clear that for the aggregate, , = , ( ). Note that in presenting (24), we do not make any assumption on the scheduling algorithm between the two flows, and (24) is only concerned about the aggregate. We call (24) the "aggregate behavior" of the node, which is in consistence with the definition of the aggregate per-hop behavior [14] under the Internet Differentiated Services architecture (DiffServ).
With (24) and following the same proof of Th. 1, the following result can be verified.
Lemma 3. Consider a work-conserving system with constant capacity , shared by a traversing flow and a crossing flow . Suppose that all packets have length distributions that are identical with CCDF¯( ) or whose CCDFs are all upperbounded by¯( ). Then, the system provides to the aggregate of the two flows an "aggregate behavior" stochastic service curve ⋅ with bounding function¯( ).
Recall that we are interested in the traversing flow. With Lemma 3 and the leftover property Proposition 1, the following stochastic service curve to the traversing flow is obtained 4 :
Theorem 3. Consider the same system as in Lemma 3. If the the crossing flow has a v.b.c. stochastic arrival curve ( ) = ⋅ , ( < ), with bounding function¯( ), then the system provides to the traversing flow a stochastic service curve ( ) = ( − ) ⋅ with bounding function¯( ) as
Note that in Th. 3, the resulting bounding function is ⊗¯( ), which assumes no knowledge of potential independence information, even though the crossing flow may be independent of the traversing flow. This is due to that is the length distribution of all packets, which include packets of the crossing flow, and hence is inherently coupled with the traffic arrival process of the crossing flow.
2) An improved result: While Th. 3 is an improvement over those that are based on (13) , it may be difficult to findō f the aggregate particularly when the traversing flow and the crossing flow have different packet length distributions.
The following theorem proves another stochastic service curve for the traversing flow, where there is no need to find , relieving the difficulty. In addition, if the two flows are independent, this independence information is made use of. 
and if the two flows are independent,
where,
To prove Th. 4, Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 below are crucial, with which, Th. 4 is easily verified.
Lemma 4. For the considered single node system with cross traffic, there holds, for any packet
, of the traversing flow,
Proof: As for (24) , let us consider the aggregate flow . Since no specific scheduling between the two flows has been assumed, a packet, which appears earlier on the output link in the aggregate flow, may actually arrive to the node later than another packet that appears later on the output link. 
where , 0 denotes the packet whose arrival starts the busy period.
Among packets , 0 , . . . , , , some belong to the traversing flow and the rest the crossing flow. Let , 0 denote the first packet from the traversing flow served in the busy period. There holds , 0 ≥ 0 . Equation (29) can be re-written as:
where, by definition, 
which, when applied to (30), results in
With (32), we obtain, for any > ≥ 0,
Further with simple manipulation, we obtain
Recall the virtual time function (14) , it is ease to verify that, for the considered packet , , we have
In addition, there holds
Applying (34) and (35) to (33), we obtain (28) and the lemma is proved.
We remark that when there is no cross traffic, i.e. ( ) = 0, then letting = 0, Lemma 4 is reduced to Lemma 2 as expected.
Note that Lemma 1 provides a general relationship, with which, by letting = − in it, we obtain
Applying Lemma 4 to above immediately gives the following:
Lemma 5. For the considered single node system with cross traffic, for any time and any sample path of the system, the following relationship holds for the traversing flow ,
, ≥ }, and , ( ) is the length of packet , ( ) .
Finally, since the crossing flow has a v.b.c stochastic arrival curve with bounding function¯, and all packet lengths have identical (or the same upper-bounded) CCDF¯, Th. 4 is proved by applying these conditions to Lemma 5. It is worth highlighting that while (26) looks similar to (25) , there is a fundamental difference between them. Specifically, the packet length distribution in (25) is that of the aggregate flow, while in (26), the packet length distribution is only of the traversing flow.
B. Delay Bounds 1) Delay bounds from Th.s 3 and 4:
With Th.s 3 and 4, the following delay bounds are directly obtained from Preposition 2 respectively.
Corollary 2. Under the same condition as for Th. 3, if the traversing flow has a v.b.c stochastic arrival curve ( ) = ⋅ with bounding function¯, and < − , then for any packet
, , it has a delay bound as: 
(ii) if the two flows are independent,
It is worth highlighting that in obtaining the bounding function in Th. 4, we have relied on the right hand side of (37), which and ( ) are inherently dependent due to , ( ) . This explains why in (40), the independence information cannot be further made use of.
2) An improved delay bound: In the following, an improved delay bound is presented. 
Proof: Consider any sample path. With Lemma 4 particularly (28), we obtain, for any packet , ,
To ease the presentation, we move ( − ) to the left and get
where → 0. Note that, given , as implied by the delay definition, the first two terms on the right hand side of (45) are independent. Consequently, the theorem follows (see [18] for more explanation.).
3) A further improved delay bound: In obtaining the improved delay bounds in Th. 5, we made no additional assumption on the arrival process of the traversing flow or that of the crossing flow. If, however, these processes satisfy some assumptions, a further improved delay bound can be obtained.
Specifically, if
( ) and ( ) are independent and they have independent stationary increments, a further improved delay bound can be obtained. 
for any ≥ 0 and any satisfying
Proof: Our starting point is (33), which is reproduced here:
with which, the following is easily verified
where in step (48) we have used the fact that
It is worth highlighting that, the two terms in (49) are independent, since the second term is determined by a period that is non-overlapping with the period involved in the first term, and the process ( ) has independent increments. Also due to this, in step (50), we have intentionally moved the second term inside sup{}.
For ease of exposition, we let Then, for any ≥ 0, there holds,
where step (51) is due to that both ( ) and ( ) are stationary processes, step (52) is from the Doob's maximal inequalities for sub-(super-)martingales, step (53) is due to independence, and step (54) is from the assumptions of the theorem.
VII. EXAMPLES
To demonstrate the obtained results, examples are presented in this section. The focus is on the obtained delay bounds. Without loss of generality and for ease of expression, we normalize the capacity and take = 1.
A. Single Flow
For the single flow case, consider the arrival process ( ) governed by a compound Poisson process. In this process, packets arrive according to a Poisson process with intensity . Packet lengths are independent and identically distributed, following a negative exponential distribution with mean 1 . Specifically:
where ( ) is a Poisson process with arrival intensity , which is independent of the packet lengths, and 
It is worth highlighting that this single flow system may be considered as an / /1 system with Poisson arrival rate and exponential service time distribution with parameter .
Appealingly, the delay bound (55) matches exactly with the delay 6 distribution found from / /1 analysis. 6 It is the delay in the system which matches the definition of , , while not the delay in queue.
B. With Cross Traffic
For the case with cross traffic, we suppose that priority scheduling is adopted, with the crossing flow at the high priority level.
We assume the traversing flow and the crossing flow are independent of each other. For both, the arrival process is governed by a compound Poisson process. Similar to the single flow case, we consider that in each traffic arrival process, packets arrive according to a Poisson process with intensity for the traversing flow (respectively for the crossing flow). In addition, to ease later comparison, we assume all packets (of both flows) have the same i.i.d. length, following a negative exponential distribution with mean 1/ .
This system may be considered as an / /1/priority system, for which, the classic queueing theory has exact result for the delay expectation of the low priority traffic.
Note that, given the delay CCDF { ≥ }, the average delay is obtained as [21] [ ] =
The above relationship between the delay expectation and the CCDF readily allows us to find upper bounds on delay expectation from the obtained delay bounds. Among the various delay bounds derived in the previous sections, (42) and (46) are the tightest and will be compared against the exact solution.
1) Delay expectation:
For the / /1/priority system, the classic queueing theory gives the following result:
where [ ] denotes the delay expectation, ≡ , ≡ , and ≡ + .
2) Bound on delay expectation, based on (42): For the considered system, the following bound can be derived from Th. 5
and consequently, a bound on delay expectation is as:
3) Bound on delay expectation, based on (46): For the considered system, letting = − − and = + , the following can be verified: (1) [
from Th. 6, the delay bound (46) becomes
with which, the following is obtained, which is better than (57) and close to (56) under a wide range of load conditions:
VIII. DISCUSSION AND RELATED WORK In deterministic network calculus, the delay bound derived from the Guaranteed Rate server model is better than that directly from the deterministic counterpart of (8) . To overcome this difference, an interesting property has been proved, which says, in deterministic delay bound analysis, the last packetizer can be ignored [2] [22] . For the considered single node case, this property implies that, for the concern of deterministic delay bound analysis, the constant capacity node could be treated as if it had a deterministic service curve ⋅ and hence Proposition 3 could be used directly. Results in this paper further imply that this property can also be extended to the stochastic network calculus context. Particularly, it is easily verified that, for the single flow case, delay bound (21) in Th. 2 is better than delay bound (20) in Corollary 1 by ignoring the packetization effect¯. In addition, for the case with cross traffic, Corollary 2 and Corollary 3 will lead to Th. 6 by ignoring the packetization effect.
In the general sense of taking packetization effect into stochastic service curve and delay bound analysis, the work [1] is most related. However, the obtained results in [1] are mostly functions of ∫ ∞¯( ) , while in our results, they are related directly to¯. In addition, how to make use of independence information to improve the obtained results is not investigated in [1] .
For the examples, delay bound analysis of / /1 using SNC can be found in [3] [15] . However, the technique used in this paper has fundamental difference from the techniques used in [3] [15] . Particularly in [3] [15] , the analysis directly works on the arrival process and the service process, without mapping the arrival process to the stochastic arrival curve characterization, nor proving the stochastic service curve characterization of the system taking into consideration the packetization effect. For delay bound analysis of / /1/priority using SNC, the same delay expectation bound as (59) may be found in [4] . However, besides the fundamental difference in the used analytical technique, the bound in [4] is derived under some additional conditions/assumptions, e.g., preemptive priority and ignoring the packetizer. Nevertheless, it is exciting to see the same bound derived when the packetization effect is taken into account.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered a packet-switched network node with constant capacity (in bps) and systematically derived stochastic service curves and delay bounds for the system. Specifically, we proved that the node provides a stochastic service curve with a bounding function equal to the CCDF of packet length distribution. In addition, we derived delay bounds, which imply that the last packetizer can be ignored property may be extended to SNC. Furthermore, we presented relations that allow to exploit independence information in the analysis. For the single flow case, a by-product is a new delay bound that matches with the exact result for / /1.
Recall that, while the considered system is perhaps the simplest computer network system, before this work, in the context of stochastic network calculus, little was known about how to make use of the independence information in the analysis, particularly when the packetization effect is considered. This paper makes one step forward. We believe the analysis may be extended to the network case, where how to make use of flow independence information to improve results (without ignoring the packetization effect) still remains largely mysterious.
